Stability of a photon sphere, or stability of circular null geodesics on the sphere, plays a key role in its applications to astrophysics. For instance, an unstable photon sphere is responsible for determining the size of a black hole shadow, while a stable photon sphere is inferred to cause the instability of spacetime due to the trapping of gravitational waves on the radius. A photon surface is a geometrical structure first introduced by Claudel, Virbhadra and Ellis as the generalization of a photon sphere. The surface does not require any symmetry of spacetime and has its second fundamental form pure-trace. In this paper, we define the stability of null geodesics on a photon surface. It represents whether null geodesics perturbed from the photon surface are attracted to or repelled from the photon surface. Then, we define a strictly (un)stable photon surface as a photon surface on which all null geodesics are (un)stable. We find that the stability is determined by Riemann curvature. Furthermore, it is characterized by the normal derivative of the second fundamental form. As a consequence, for example, a strictly unstable photon surface requires nonvanishing Weyl curvature on it if the null energy condition is satisfied.
I. INTRODUCTION
A photon sphere is a sphere of spacetime on which null geodesics take circular orbits. In astrophysical cases, black holes usually have photon spheres near their horizons. A photon sphere has been widely studied in its various aspects; For optical observations of black holes through background light emission, the photon sphere determines the size of the black hole shadow. In the case of the Schwarzschild black hole for example, we can see their relation from the calculation by Synge [1] . Quite recently, the Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration has observed, for the first time, the shadow of the supermassive black hole candidate in the center of the galaxy M87 and derived its mass by comparing the images with the theoretical expectations [2] ; Properties of gravitational waves from black holes are also closely related to the photon sphere. It is known that the frequencies of quasinormal modes are determined by the parameters of null geodesic motions on and near the photon sphere in various situations [3] [4] .
Stability of a photon sphere, i.e. stability of the circular orbits on the sphere, plays key roles in the applications of a photon sphere to astrophysics. For instance, the shadow of a black hole is shaped by an unstable photon sphere because nearly circular null orbits around a photon sphere can escape to infinity, and therefore we can observe them, if the sphere is unstable one. A stable photon sphere, on the other hand, is considered to cause instability of spacetime [5] [6] [7] . When spacetime is perturbed, gravitational waves propagating nearly along a stable photon sphere would grow nonlinearly, while they are trapped and coupled with each other in the vicinity of the radius. They will probably break the structure near the sphere and, finally, the spacetime. In fluid dynamics on curved spacetime, the stability of a photon sphere also has remarkable importance. Recently, it has been found that radiation fluid flow has its sonic point only on an unstable photon sphere [8] [9] [10] . This surprising phenomenon, named sonic point/photon sphere (SP/PS) correspondence, appears in quite various situations and provides examples where a photon sphere plays an important role in non-null motion of matter.
A photon surface is a geometrical structure first introduced by Claudel, Virbhadra and Ellis [11] as the generalization of a photon sphere. The surface is defined so that it inherits only the local properties of a photon sphere and does not necessarily have symmetries. Together with the definition, the authors also proved a theorem concerning the equivalent conditions for a surface to be a photon surface as one of the main results. The theorem (Theorem 2.2 in [11] ) states that a given timelike hypersurface is a photon surface if and only if it is totally umbilic, i.e. the second fundamental form is pure trace everywhere. Subsequently, Perlick [12] proved that the theorem holds for arbitrary dimensions of the surface and the spacetime. Since a photon surface requires no symmetries, it would have applicability to many physical problems in addition to its own interest as a geometrical object.
As with the stability of a photon sphere, the stability of a photon surface should be also important for the applications of a photon surface to various problems of physics. In this paper, we define the stability of null geodesics along a photon surface and derive the stability conditions. Usually, the stability of a photon sphere is easily defined because the null geodesic in static and spherically symmetric spacetime obeys a one-dimensional equation of motion and the problem reduces to analyzing the effective potential. In particular cases, the stability of photon surface was defined by use of optical metric [13] and by the effective potential method [10] . For a generic photon surface, we define the stability in a covariant manner by considering a geodesic deviation. Since a geodesic deviation is governed by a local geometrical quantity, Riemann curvature, the stability condition is finally obtained in terms of the curvature. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review and reinterpret the stability of a photon sphere. We see how the stability is expressed by a geodesic deviation. In Sec. III, we define the stability of null geodesics along a photon surface based on the arguments for a photon sphere and derive the stability condition in terms of Riemann curvature. In sec. IV, we derive an alternative expression of the stability condition in terms of the second fundamental form with an appropriate foliation, and give another interpretation of our definition of stability. The stability conditions in Secs. III and IV are guaranteed to be equivalent by Raychaudhuri equation for the unit normal vector field of the foliation. The stability conditions indicate that we can a priori identify the stability before finding photon surfaces of spacetime explicitly. For example, any photon surface in conformally flat spacetime is stable if the null energy condition is satisfied. We see the corollaries for such special cases in Sec. V. The conclusion is given in Sec. VI.
II. STABILITY OF PHOTON SPHERE
Consider static and spherically symmetric spacetime. A hypersurface of constant radius, S = R × S 2 , is called a photon sphere if there exist null circular orbits, i.e. null geodesics whose spatial orbits are circles, on S. The photon sphere is said to be stable if the circular orbits are stable circular orbits and unstable if unstable circular orbits. We can describe the stability in a covariant manner as follows.
For a stable photon sphere, if a null geodesic on the sphere is perturbed from the sphere, the perturbed geodesic is attracted to (accelerated toward) the unperturbed geodesic. On the other hand, the perturbed geodesic is repelled from (accelerated fromward) the unperturbed geodesic if the photon sphere is unstable. Therefore, the stability of a null circular geodesic is given by the relative acceleration between the circular geodesic and its infinitesimally nearby null geodesic.
The above argument is represented in terms of a geodesic deviation. Consider a null circular geodesic γ with its tangent vector k on a photon sphere S and the infinitesimally nearby null geodesicγ which is obtained by perturbing γ in the radial direction at a point p ∈ S. Let X be the deviation vector arising from γ andγ. It satisfies the condition X ∝ n at p for the unit normal vector n of S. Then the relative acceleration between γ andγ is given by
Note that because of the symmetry, if there is a null geodesic γ on a photon sphere S that is stable, unstable, and marginally stable at p, γ is stable, unstable, and marginally stable, respectively, everywhere on S and all other null geodesics on S has the same stability as γ. Therefore photon spheres are completely classified into stable, unstable, and marginally stable ones.
III. STABILITY OF NULL ORBITS ALONG PHOTON SURFACE
Here, after reviewing a photon surface, we define the stability of a photon surface based on the discussion in Sec. II. Then we derive the stability condition in terms of curvature.
A. Photon surface
A photon surface, defined by Claudel et al. [11] , is a hypersurface on which every null geodesic initially tangent to it remains tangent. This is the generalization of a photon sphere and can be defined for any spacetime, (M, g), even if the spacetime has no symmetries like spherical symmetry:
Definition 1 (Photon surface). A photon surface of (M, g) is an immersed, nowhere-spacelike hypersurface S of (M, g) such that, for every point p ∈ S and every null vector k ∈ T p S, there exists a null geodesic γ :
The works by Claudel et al. [11] and Perlick [12] give the equivalent condition for a timelike hypersurface to be a photon surface: Perlick (2005) ). Let S be a timelike hypersurface of spacetime (M, g) with dim M ≥ 3. Let n, χ ab , Θ and σ ab be the unit normal, the second fundamental form, the trace and the trace-free part of χ ab , respectively. Then S is a photon surface if and only if it is totally umbilic, i.e.
(1)
Note that any null hypersurface is trivially a photon surface [11] .
B. Stability of null geodesics on a photon surface
Following the argument in Sec. II, we define the stability of a null geodesic γ on a photon surface S in terms of the deviation vector orthogonal to S. The deviation is interpreted as what gives the perturbation of γ from S: Definition 2. Let S be a timelike photon surface of (M, g) and n be the unit normal vector of S. Let γ be a null geodesic on S passing a point p ∈ S and k be the tangent vector to γ. Let X kp be the deviation vector of γ satisfying the condition,
The null geodesic γ is said to be stable, unstable, and marginally stable at p if the acceleration scalar
respectively.
The spacetime dimension is implicitly assumed to be dim M ≥ 3 since a photon surface in spacetime with dim M = 2 is one-dimensional, i.e. a null geodesic itself, and cannot be timelike. The deviation vector X kp is, usually, physically interpreted as what gives the null geodesicγ which is obtained when γ is perturbed at p in the direction orthogonal to S. a kp represents the relative acceleration ofγ to γ, or S. This is what we need for our description of the stable or unstable behaviors of (perturbed) null geodesics, being attracted to or repelled from S. Note that γ can be either stable or unstable depending on the point p. Furthermore, the stability also depends on the direction k ∈ T p S of the null geodesic. If γ is stable, unstable, and marginally stable at ∀q ∈ |γ|, we simply call it stable, unstable, and marginally stable, respectively.
From the geodesic deviation equation, the left-hand side of Eq. (3) is calculated as
where
kp is positive. Then we reach the following stability condition: Proposition 1. Let S be a timelike photon surface and γ be a null geodesic on S with the tangent vector k at p ∈ S. Then γ is stable, unstable, and marginally stable at p if and only if
respectively, at p.
It is worth noting that the component
is the induced metric on S, is the missing components in Gauss-Codazzi equations for the decomposition of the curvature concerning S and n. Therefore it cannot be expressed solely in terms of the intrinsic and extrinsic curvatures [14] .
The decomposition of Riemann tensor into Weyl tensor C abcd and Ricci tensor R ab often helps us to understand the physics. We also have the expression alternative to Proposition 1: Proposition 2. Let S be a timelike photon surface and γ be a null geodesic on S with the tangent vector k at p ∈ S. Then γ is stable, unstable, and marginally stable at p if and only if
respectively, at p where D ≥ 3 is the spacetime dimension.
Although a photon surface S of spacetime (M, g) is invariant submanifold under a conformal transformation (M, g) → (M, Ω 2 g) [11] , Proposition 2 tells us that the stability of S is not conformally invariant due to the presence of Ricci tensor in the stability condition.
C. Stability of a photon surface
There can be both stable and unstable null geodesics on a photon surface S. We define the stability of a photon surface in cases where all the null geodesics on S are (un)stable: Definition 3. Let S be a timelike photon surface and n be the unit normal vector of S. Let k p ∈ T p S be a null vector on a point p ∈ S. Let γ be the null geodesic on S passing p with the tangent vector k p . The photon surface S is said to be
• strictly stable if a kp p < 0 ∀k p ∈ T p S, ∀p ∈ S,
• strictly unstable if a kp p > 0 ∀k p ∈ T p S, ∀p ∈ S, and
where a kp is the acceleration scalar defined for γ at p as in Definition 2.
The left-hand side of the conditions can be expressed in terms of curvatures from Propotisions 1 and 2.
IV. STABILITY AND SECOND FUNDAMENTAL FORM
With a spacetime foliation, the curvature of spacetime is related to the first derivative of second fundamental forms, which is the tensor constructed from the second derivative of the unit normal vector field. Therefore, the stability condition in Proposition 1 can be rewritten in terms of the second fundamental form instead of the curvature. We here derive the stability condition in terms of the second fundamental form and give another interpretation of the stability, defined in Definition 2, with a particular spacetime foliation.
A. Stability condition in Gaussian normal foliation
Consider a timelike photon surface S of (M, g) and a spacetime foliation {S r } in the vicinity of S which includes S as
for the parameter r = 0. For any foliation, the unit normal vector field n a of the surfaces generates curves and the congruence consisting of them. Then the trace-free part of the second fundamental form, σ ab , of each surface coincides with the shear of the congruence, while the vorticity ω ab = 0 by construction. We identify the shear of the congruence with σ ab . Raychaudhuri equation for the congruence gives the relation between the shear evolution and the curvature,
whereṅ a := ∇ n n a . On the photon surface S rp = S, the equation reduces to
from the fact σ ab = 0 ∀p ∈ S. The left-hand side of the stability condition in Proposition 1 is therefore rewritten as
for any foliation satisfying Eq. (7). Thus a null geodesic on a photon surface in the direction k at p is stable, unstable, and marginally stable if and only if the right-hand side of Eq. (10) is negative, positive, and zero, respectively.
Suppose the foliation in the vicinity of S satisfies the condition,
for the unit normal n in addition to Eq. (7). The condition implies
and therefore the parameter r is the one of Gaussian normal coordinates which parametrizes each hypersurface S r . We refer to the foliation {S r } satisfying the conditions Eqs. (7) and (11) as Gaussian normal foliation. (One can rescale r → r ′ = r ′ (r) so that n = dr, however, here we only assume that the unit normal n points in the same direction as the normal dr.) From Eq. (11), Eq. (10) reduces to
for the Gaussian normal foliation. Then we obtain the alternative expression of stability condition in Proposition 1 in terms of the second fundamental form:
Proposition 3. Let S be a timelike photon surface and γ be a null geodesic on S with the tangent vector k ∈ T p S at p ∈ S. Let {S r }, χ ab , and σ ab be Gaussian normal foliation, defined by the conditions Eqs. (7) and (11), second fundamental form of each S r , and its trace free part, respectively. Then γ is stable, unstable, and marginally stable at p if and only if
A timelike photon surface is a hypersurface characterized by the vanishing of σ ab . Similarly, stability of null geodesics on a photon surface is determined by ∇ n σ ab . To identify the stability of a photon surface, it would be easier to calculate the left-hand side of Eq. (14) in Proposition 3 rather than the curvature, Eq. (5), in Proposition 3 in many cases.
We give the interpretation of Proposition 3 by considering acceleration of a geodesic with respect to a surface in the following.
B. Acceleration with respect to a hypersurface
Consider a non-null hypersurface S of spacetime (M, g) and a (null or non-null) geodesic γ which is tangent to S at a point p ∈ S with the tangent vector v ∈ T p S. The tangent vector v to γ at p also generates the geodesicγ of the subspace (S, h) where h is the induced metric on S. For the tangent vectorṽ toγ, it holds that∇ṽṽ = 0 alongγ whereṽ = v at p and∇ is the covariant derivative associated with h. The geodesicγ of (S, h), as the curve of (M, g), has the acceleration ∇ṽṽ,ṽ
at p. Here, n a is the unit normal vector of S and ǫ := n 2 . This can be interpreted as the acceleration ofγ with respect to γ at p. Therefore, conversely, the geodesic γ of (M, g) has the relative acceleration,
with respect toγ, or the hypersurface S, at p. The relative acceleration takes the form,
for null vectors k in the case S is timelike. From the viewpoint of the relative acceleration a a S , a photon surface is a hypersurface on which every (temporally) tangent null geodesics has no relative accelerations with respect to the surface due to the vanishing of σ ab at all the point; a a S = 0 ∀ null k ∈ T p S ∀p ∈ S.
C. Reinterpretation of the stability
The stability of null geodesics on a photon surface, defined in Definition 2, can be reinterpreted in terms of the relative acceleration a a S with the Gaussian normal foliation. That is, for a photon surface S and the Gaussian normal foliation {S r }, the relative acceleration a a S of a perturbed null geodesicγ with respect to a nearby hypersurfacẽ S ∈ {S r } determines whetherγ is attracted to or repelled from S.
Consider a null geodesic γ with its tangent vector k ∈ T p S at a point p ∈ S. Let S δr ∈ {S r } be a hypersurface close to S with a small parameter δr and q ∈ S δr be the intersection of S δr and the geodesic generated by n a from p. We generate k from p to q by parallel transport along n a , ∇ n k a = 0. Then we obtain the nearby null geodesicγ with the initial conditionγ(0) = k ∈ T q S δr at q. The fact k ∈ T q S δr is guaranteed by the conditions, n a k a = 0 at p and Eq. (12) . If γ is stable, i.e.γ is attracted to S,γ has the relative acceleration, a a S δr , with respect to S δr which is directed toward S. The condition is a S δr < 0 f or δr > 0, a S δr > 0 f or δr < 0
where a S δr := n a a a S δr
. Taking the limit δr → 0, i.e. the limit where S r andγ are infinitesimally close to S, the two inequalities reduce to the condition,
In the same way, if γ is unstable, the condition is
From Eq. (17), the left-hand sides of the conditions further reduce to
where the last equality is verified by the fact ∇ n k a = 0. Therefore the normal derivative of the second fundamental form, ∇ n σ ab , determines the stability of the photon surface and we indeed reproduce Proposition 3.
V. COROLLARIES
From the propositions in the previous sections, we can identify the stability of null geodesics on photon surfaces or photon surfaces themselves without specifying the photon surfaces explicitly if the spacetime satisfies some geometrical conditions. From Proposition 1:
A photon surface of spacetime of constant curvature is marginally stable. Specifically, this applies for Minkowski spacetime, de Sitter spacetime, and anti-de Sitter spacetime.
Corollary 2. The symmetry of spacetime (M, g) and a photon surface S restricts the variation of stability for null geodesics on S. For example, if S is spatially maximally symmetric and also symmetric in a time direction, then all the null geodesics on S has the same stability. Therefore S is stable, unstable or marginally stable. Photon spheres are in this case.
From Proposition 2:
Corollary 3. Let (M, g) be a conformally flat spacetime satisfying the null energy condition. Then a photon surface of (M, g) is stable. For example, photon surfaces of FLRW spacetime with matter satisfying null energy condition must be stable.
Corollary 4. Let (M, g) be a spacetime with dim M = 3 satisfying the null energy condition. Then a photon surface of (M, g) is stable. Therefore, unstable null geodesics are allowed to exist only in spacetime with dim M ≥ 4 if the null energy condition satisfied. For example, photon surfaces of charged rotating BTZ spacetime must be stable.
Charged rotating BTZ spacetime is the electro-vacuum solution of Einstein-Maxwell equation [15] . If uncharged, BTZ spacetime has constant curvature and Corollary 1 applies.
Corollary 5. Let (M, g) and S be a spacetime satisfying the null energy condition and a photon surface of S. Then a null geodesic γ in a principal null direction is stable or marginally stable. This is because the principal null condition,
, implies that only the components corresponding to bases of the form k * ⊗ ω or ω ⊗ k * of the second-rank tensor k b k c C abcd can be non-zero, where ω is some one-form and k * := g(·, k) is the one-form dual to the vector k [16] . Therefore the first term in Eq. (6) vanishes from the fact n a k a = 0 if k a is in a principal null direction.
VI. CONCLUSION
We defined the stability of null geodesics on a photon surface by reformulating the stability of a photon sphere in a covariant manner. The stability represents whether a null geodesicγ perturbed from a null geodesic γ on a photon surface is attracted to or repelled from the surface. Since such a behavior is subject to the geodesic deviation equation, the stability condition of null geodesics on a photon surface are given in terms of Riemann curvature, as in Proposition 1, or Weyl and Ricci curvature, as in Proposition 2. We named a photon surface on which all the null geodesics are (un)stable a (un)stable photon surface. If there exist no marginally stable null geodesics, the surface is called strictly (un)stable photon surface. As we defined the stability only in terms of a local geometrical quantity, the definition is applicable to any photon surfaces even if the photon surfaces and the spacetime have no symmetries.
Although the stability of null geodesics is interpreted as what represents the behavior of perturbed orbits, Proposition 1 implies that it depends only on the values of the curvature on the photon surface. This fact can also be seen from our definition, Definition 2, which requires only the null geodesic and its deviation vector defined just on the surface.
Proposition 2 tells us that we can a priori identify the stability before finding photon surfaces of spacetime explicitly. For example, any photon surface in conformally flat spacetime is stable if the null energy condition is satisfied. The several corollaries concerning this fact were shown in Sec. V.
We also found that the stability of null geodesics can be expressed by the first derivative of the second fundamental form of the surface under an appropriate spacetime foliation, named Gaussian normal foliation. Proposition 3 might be useful for identifying the stability of a given photon surface. We demonstrate the calculation of the stability in Appendix A for spacetime of spherical, planar and hyperbolic symmetry.
Let S r be a timelike hypersurface of constant radius, S r := { p ∈ M | r = const.}, and n = √ gdr be the unit normal. The trace-free part of the second fundamental form is given by 
in the tetrad system e (µ) defined so that e (µ) ∝ ∂ µ . The necessary and sufficient condition for S r to be a photon surface, σ ab = 0, is equivalent to the condition, f r −2 ′ = 0.
We denote the photon surface S rc For the constant-r photon surface, the foliation {S r } in Proposition 3 is a foliation by hypersurfaces of constant radius and here we identify r in {S r } with r in Eq. (A1). The tensor ∇ n σ ab in Proposition 3 is then given by ∇ n σ (µ)(ν) = ∇ n σ ab e 
where n is the unit normal vector of S rc and we used the conditions σ ab = 0 and f r −2 ′ = 0 on S rc in the third and last equality, respectively. Since k (µ) k (ν) M (µ)(ν) is positive for any null vector k ∈ T p S rc , the sign of k a k b ∇ n σ ab is determined by the factor (f r −2 ) ′′ . Then, from Proposition 3, the photon surface S rc is stable, unstable, and marginally stable if and only if (f r −2 ) ′′ > 0, < 0, and = 0 (A7) at r = r c , respectively. The stability condition agrees with that of [10] , in which the stability is defined by the effective potential of a null geodesic.
